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Deregulation of professional services is universally praised for assisting lower prices, higher quality, and faster innovation pace benefiting the public. However, major authorities in economic science (from A. Smith to R. Coase) agreed that efficient regulation is needed to reduce frictions and promote trade. Particularly legal services demonstrate numerous forms of inefficiencies, requiring a thorough microeconomic evaluation before optimising the regulation. The highly polarised market is split in two segments with regulation mostly needed at its bottom. Our longitudinal study of Slovenian legal offices population mainly rejects the private capture hypothesis and exposes political risks of regulation, which might lead to the “tragedy of commons”. Imposed lawyer’s tariff freeze since 2003 paradoxically hurts the pillars of a network warranting physical and economic accessibility of legal services for most vulnerable groups. We estimate that the lawyer’s tariff in Slovenia is undervalued almost by half, but only a slow increase can be expected due to political costs and fiscal effects. Dismal perspectives for lawyer’s profession divert capable new entrants to start the career, causing long-term gap in labour supply. Thus, we concentrated on modelling the minimum requirements for a financially viable network coverage in order to support positive externalities.
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Introduction

Theoretically, free markets are able to provide the most efficient allocation of resources without any regulatory intervention, thus maximising social welfare. However, efficient market assumptions might be unfulfilled for reasons like information asymmetry, externalities or public good status that are inherent for legal services. Adequate regulation was acceptable even for Coase (1988) who stated that regulations “…exist in order to reduce transaction costs and therefore to increase the volume of trade”. Moreover, there is a rare harmony among various leading economists that perfect market efficiency should not be simply assumed, but should be supported with a proper level of regulation (Smith, 2017; Friedman, 1962; Akerlof, 1970).

Arrow (1963) managed to demonstrate that prudent regulation is a fundamental prerequisite for sustainable economic growth and general social welfare in the specific health care market. He proved its systemic and persistent impact on human behaviour; but its positive externalities are less visible when we become used to high standards. Thus, a deregulation wave can appear politically promising without a proper economic analysis checking for potential welfare losses in a cost-benefit summary. Financial services markets after 2007/08 crisis provide the most comprehensive case on how deregulation can backfire. Equally, unserved demand, potential violation of human right to accessible legal services for all citizens as well as lack of corporate governance principles (Hauptman et al., 2015) can cause substantial social costs in legal services market.

Surprisingly even some key contributors to the EU policy documents (Canton et al., 2014) provided only a biased view on professional services deregulation. They argued strongly that public professional services contain a certain risk to be captured (misused) by special interests of highly educated service providers or by autocratically inclined state. However, our precise analysis of Canton et al. (2014) disclosed various risks of over-generalisation. Nevertheless, a vocal and clear support for public good status of legal services comes from the European Court of Justice (ECJ, 2006) which concluded “...first, the protection of consumers, in particular recipients of the legal services provided by persons concerned in the administration of justice and, secondly, the safeguarding of the proper administration of justice, are objectives to be included among those which may be regarded as overriding requirements relating to the public interest capable of justifying a restriction on freedom to provide services”. Fortunately, more holistic sources (Hadfield, 2000; Copenhagen Economics, 2005; Paterson et al., 2007; Barone et al., 2010; Garoupa, 2014) offer a nuanced and critical view. However, exhaustive analysis of legal services submarkets are particularly rare.

Reviewing the EU sponsored research on deregulation in services, we observe a disquieting lack of balance in argumentation (EC, 2017a). The main deregulation argument is reinforced with a couple of references and crude
measures, which stretch very far from the core focus, but still support the deregulation ideal. Finally, regulation is discussed as an obstacle, which shall disappear, not bothering with market conditions justifying the regulation or whether it is still efficient in economic sense (Maheshri et al., 2014).

Our research attempts to address the contemporary knowledge gap in economic optimisation of regulation for the specific submarket of legal services for households and SMEs. We will demonstrate the fragile relation between market inefficiency and its specific remedies influencing social welfare of most vulnerable parts of society, which is often neglected (Garoupa, 2014; Hadfield 2014). Finally, a model for financially viable network coverage is developed and tested on Slovenian population data to address physical and economic accessibility of specific credence goods.

In order to achieve our goal, we analyse the impact of legal market deregulation in several EU countries and explain the phenomena by introducing a basic regulation curve model based on the market inefficiency-remedy relation. In addition, we presented the results of a longitudinal study of Slovenian legal offices population for the period 1995–2014 to demonstrate how imprudent regulatory interventions paradoxically hurt those market participants who were supposed to be protected.

**Legal Services Market Inefficiency: Literature Review**

Collecting relevant information in the market enables consumers to make informed decisions, but in many cases, quality of goods is not easily observable. Nelson (1970) distinguished between search and experience goods. Quality information of a good is either searchable before the purchase or we have to use it first to experience the quality. Darby et al. (1973) amended Nelson’s idea with third class of goods, termed credence goods that are difficult to evaluate even after the use due to lack of professional knowledge. Unless some quality assurance instrument convincingly separates quality goods from lemons, customers become reluctant to pay for it and adverse selection will lead to a downward spiral of average quality (Akerlof, 1970).

The principal-agent relationship between client and lawyer opens an additional dimension of information asymmetry, known as moral hazard. With an unclear price-quality relation desired by the client, the agent can be tempted to over-sell the quality and price of services (e.g. a contract or litigation). However, the final legal consequence for the customer will be known only after a considerable period. Moral hazard risk is mostly relevant for the segment of occasional private clients and SMEs (less informed and more price sensitive).

Legal services together with their systemic importance and credence status are exposed to causing sizable externalities. High quality legal services efficiently solve legal issues of clients and contribute to increasing legal certainty in a branch of law. A contribution to efficient administration of justice and increased legal predictability both display valuable externalities. The importance of property and contracting right for economic development was perfectly explained by Adam Smith (2017):

> “Commerce and manufacturers can seldom flourish long in any state which does not enjoy a regular administration of justice, in which the people do not feel themselves secure in the possession of property, in which the faith of contract is not supported by law, and in which the authority of the state is not supposed to be regularly employed in enforcing the payment of debts from all those who are able to pay.”

What seems like an intuitive truth turned out to be a hard nut to crack in theoretical sense. Endogeneity problem and long-term effects (Glaeser et al. 2004; Rodrik et al. 2004; Acemoglu, 2006) plague the mechanics of institutions and economic growth. However, the role of institutions became a key issue for economists in the last decades. The World Bank introduced the Worldwide Governance Index (WGI) in 1996 to monitor institutional impact.

Public good is the opposite of private good: it is non-rivalrous and non-excludable. The idea is accredited to Samuelson (1954), who used the term collective consumption goods. It means that individual’s consumption of such goods causes no reduction of utility for any other individual and even for non-paying individuals who cannot be excluded from consumption. Public good in pure theoretical meaning reduces transaction costs and creates positive externalities for the whole society. In order to avoid the well-known “tragedy of the commons” problem caused by under-production of a public good, the state has to establish provisions to guarantee public services on a viable basis (regulating or producing the public good itself). Health services, pharmacy and legal services probably come closest to the definition of public goods constituting a sustainable infrastructure for economic development. Their systemic impact is mainly acknowledged on the (visible) curative level, although the prime economic impact ascends from preventive and catalyst effects.

It is impossible to evaluate regulation’s economic impact without a thorough analysis of perceived market inefficiencies in specific market circumstances. Thus, various authors (e.g. Stephen, 2006; Garoupa, 2014; Hadfield, 2014) indicated the weaknesses of a narrow focus on evaluation of particular instruments and overgeneralisation of research results for professional services. A well-functioning legal system facilitates smooth economic activity and according to Yarrow et al. (2012), it is a false conclusion that rules restricting conduct also tend to restrict markets and competition. Based on empirical evidence from ever more integrated EU markets, we conclude that some highly resistible market inefficiencies might be at work in most EU markets for legal services. Unfortunately, legal services market did not attract much theoretical attention in the past (Philipsen, 2010). Therefore, we will use some parallels with similarly heavily regulated market for health care services. In his seminal work, Kenneth Arrow (1963) started the first attempt to describe health care market inefficiencies in a systematic manner.

Both pharmacy and legal services market exhibit commonalities, which can be hardly identified with other professional services in the statistical group (accounting, architecture or engineering). Many researchers (except Paterson et al., 2007 or Hadfield, 2014) neglect this opportunity for efficient economic comparison. Nonetheless, commonalities were elegantly used by the
German BRAK association (BundesrechtSANwaltskammer, 2010). They defended legal conformity of entry barriers to legal services market with the pharmacy market cases from the European Court of Justice (C-531/06, C-171 and 172/07). These cases convinced the ECJ to use the argument of general interest also in the case of legal services, which should guarantee a “healthy” functioning of the legal system.

The most attention-grabbing collection of over-emphasized deregulation effects can be found in EC (2013) document and in Canton et al. (2014). The EC (2013) document deals with broader issue of professions entry barriers, which presumably hamper the employment and economic growth. In the studies review chapter only positive aspects of deregulation are discussed, vaguely mentioning some limitations. In order to prove their case, some US studies are quoted from beginning of 1980’s and an impressive but unpersuasive employment growth effect of +20% promotes the less regulated US states. However, only by reading the original source (Kleiner, 2006), you will find much more differentiated conclusions (based on 1990-2000 sample) together with a discussion on minimal professional standards needed to serve the public.

Described pattern is repeated in Canton et al. (2014) who tried to evaluate the economic impact of professional services liberalisation. Gathering empirical evidence they acknowledge the deficit of EU based studies, but later expose Pagliero (2011), stating that he rejected the welfare maximisation hypothesis in favour of capture theory. Again, we have to read the original to understand various limitations of Pagliero’s contribution based on a sample of 448 observations in US and focused on estimating the objective of professional licensing boards. Finally, Pagliero (2011) correctly states that it is his first attempt, thus “the results should be taken with caution”.

Regulation impact for any market is usually discussed passionately between two biased camps that like to overgeneralise. Consequently, a thorough and cautious analysis of existing literature for legal services market is necessary.

**Data and Methodology**

Our scope of research is focused on legal services market limitations of contemporary research and tries to suggest a regulation curve model for proper analysis of cost-benefit relation for the social welfare. Additionally, we perform a financial viability analysis of legal office’s business models, which is limited to Slovenian regional markets. The most representative EU countries from EU15 group and from ex-transitions countries were selected on the basis of data availability for economic restrictiveness.

Reliable population data for the regional legal services markets in Slovenia originate from the Financial Administration of Republic of Slovenia (FURS) and from the national Agency for Public Legal Records and Related Services (AJPES). We used the combined dataset for the period 1995–2014 with 18991 observations, which allowed us to observe basic financial data (revenue, costs, profitability and employees), legal form and location.

We used a time-series analysis of legal offices to evaluate long-term financial viability of their business models under existing regulation. A precise market segmentation approach within the legal services allows to identify and locate market inefficiencies within 3 size classes of legal offices.

**EU Trends in Professional Services Regulation**

EU member states adopted the Professional Qualification Directive in 2005 and the Service Directive in 2006 (Terry, 2009; Philipsen, 2010). However, Monteagudo et al. (2012) noticed that the deregulation directives chiefly failed to reduce barriers for legal services (even among the best 5 countries) and Terry et al. (2012) elaborated on their fast pace of changes. Single Market Strategy for goods and services (2015) and Guidance on reform needs (2017a) provided fresh deregulation guidance. Unfortunately, the EU sponsored documents treat deregulation superficially as a general remedy for initiating growth and job creation. Critics could claim this as an evidence for the private capture hypothesis in legal services market, but the case of Slovenia shall illustrate the need for detailed market analysis before forming final conclusions.

Considering the market characteristics of each professional service and comparative differences in their liberalisation pace, we observe a rather strong deregulation process since 1998, with legal services least effected. The highest deregulation potential was identified among regulation prone countries like Austria, Germany and Italy. OECD’s Product Market Regulation indicator (PMR ranges from 0- least to 6-most restrictive), used for professional services, had reached levels of 4 or even 5 (e.g. accounting in Germany or architects in Italy) before the reforms started (Figure 1). This way PMR’s weakness becomes evident, because it aims only at measuring the level of regulation but fails to explain its economically desirable level.

![Figure 1. PMR Indicator Level for Professional Services in 1998 and Reform Impact Until 2013 (Data from OECD, 2017)*](image)

* Deregulation produces a negative column value and vice versa. Empty columns denote PMR indicator value in 1998.

National legal services markets across developed EU economies revealed predominantly high PMR values between 3 and 5 (except Sweden) and began to lower them slowly. Quite the opposite happened in countries like Netherlands, Belgium and France, which increased the regulation levels slightly. The comparison with some post-transition countries in EU confirms the variety of legal market regulation levels, but in most cases, they seem to be at least as conservative as France or Germany (comparing 1998 with 2013).
Data from some developed and post-transition EU countries indicate that the deregulation expectations for legal services were over optimistic (Figure 2). One reason is the undifferentiated treatment of legal services within professional services group. The second reason lies in the weakness of PMR indicator methodology, which fails to account for the “market inefficiency-remedy” relation.

The Regulation Curve Model

Our research follows the public interest theory of regulation, which aims at maximising social welfare based on thorough understanding for market inefficiencies and marginal remedy effects. The resulting cost-benefit summary shall be an objective criterion for changing or introducing regulation.

The majority of markets for search and experience goods have to deal only with basic regulations like product safety and information requirements on the product. Naturally, these goods will have a shorter regulation curve and reach the neutral regulation level (point N) very quickly due to low level of information asymmetry and externalities (Figure 4). The point of optimal regulation (point O) lies relatively close to the point N, but any additional regulation would swiftly start to produce negative marginal effects for social welfare.

For credence goods, the neutral regulation point will be higher on the regulation axes due to substantial damage in case of efficient regulation absence. With more complex markets, we face a higher probability that the point of optimal regulation (O) is a moving target in the dark. Therefore, we have to learn from similar markets and continuously monitor regulatory impact in order to understand the assumed position on the regulation curve. Otherwise, we risk finding out that we are actually moving towards the exemplary point D (overregulation).

It is crucial to estimate the actual position on the curve to understand which way and why the regulation should change. Observing financial services before 2007/08, many experts of the liberal sort argued for deregulation, assuming the situation beyond the point D. However, it turned out that the regulation was too lax due to unobserved changes in market practices and products.

Estimating the difference between actual and optimal regulation levels is still difficult for credence goods. This theoretical difference indicates potential damage to social welfare and is the result of our ignorance for possible negative future scenarios. Consequently, we have to use bottom-up approach of (re)building our regulation network continuously, thus exploring the unknown terrain ahead. This meticulous task requires precise microeconomic knowledge of all market components concerned.
Cumulative measure of economic restrictiveness (e.g. PMR or Restrictiveness index) shall not be treated as legitimate goals for minimization, because they are only a signal for remedies used, but do not provide any information on their benefits. Every regulation has to be assigned precisely to the market inefficiency and continuously tested for its impact, at the same time monitoring shifting market circumstances.

Legal Services Market in Slovenia

The legal services market in Slovenia has been developing since 1993 under market conditions based on the Attorneys Act. Standard market restrictions governed the national market for legal services in over two decades. The market enjoyed a steady growth, but the government’s policy and changing market conditions with EU accession contributed to its polarisation and low network coverage at the bottom segment. Unfortunately, no attempt for a comprehensive analysis of the legal services market nor an economic impact analysis emerged during this period.

Poor information background and political calculation led to unfavourable consequences after the government effectively froze the lawyer’s tariff (price list) in the year 2003. Therefore, we use the Slovenian case for illustrating the need for bottom-up analysis of a specific market with various forms of inefficiency. We emphasise the importance of a microeconomic market analysis before discussing changes in regulation, in order to understand the market inefficiency-remedy relation. At the same time, it is an opportunity for testing the private capture hypothesis on legal services market.

Institutional Framework in Slovenia

Attorneyship is prominently positioned within the Slovenian legal system. Chapter IV of the Constitution Act, titled “Organisation of the state”, encompasses the article 137, defining attorneyship and notariat. It states clearly, “Attorneyship is an independent service within the system of justice, and is regulated by law” (OGRS, 2013). Moreover, the Constitution pledges equal protection of rights (article 22), under which everyone shall be guaranteed equal protection of rights in any proceeding before a court and before other state authorities, local community authorities, and bearers of public authority that decide on his rights, duties, or legal interests.

The Attorneys Act from 1993 precisely defines all elements of lawyer’s position in the legal system. It underlines that the lawyer shall be autonomous and independent in his practice (OGRS, 2016). For the purpose of this paper, we will summarise only the key elements from the Attorneys Act, which are detected by the restrictiveness indicator:

- **Regulatory approach**: access to profession is regulated by means of reserved activities and title protection (representation before courts and administrative authorities; drawing up legal documents, legal advice).
- **Qualification requirements**: 5 years university education in law and 4 years of relevant work experience (at least one year after passing the state exam), state exam.
- **Other entry requirements**: compulsory registration in the professional chamber; Slovene citizenship is required, active command of Slovene language, clean criminal record.
- **Exercise requirements**: only attorneys may be shareholders or owners of an attorney’s office; incompatible activities include employment in the civil service (except for scientific, educational, artistic and publicist area), notarial activity; managerial functions other than authorised for attorneys; other tasks damaging reputation and independence of legal profession; indemnity insurance through the professional chamber, advertising restrictions and client’s option to use the official tariff.

Attorneys Act includes traditional restrictions, which position Slovenian market close to the EU average according to EC’s restrictiveness indicator (Figure 3). Presented portfolio of legal services restrictions for Slovenia is positioned among the top 1/3 of most regulated national markets in EU. Consequently, a highly regulated market for legal services like Slovenia, could provide the evidence for the private capture hypothesis. Considering the theoretical overview and some EU sponsored studies, we should be able to observe at least higher margins and wages. On the contrary, if our population data cannot confirm the former hypothesis, we might conclude that the restrictions are an adequate remedy for inherent market inefficiencies.

Aggregate Market Analysis

In 2004 Slovenia joined the European Union and in 2007 adopted EURO currency. GDP growth per capita jumped from 5,000 EUR in 1995 to over 18,000 EUR in 2015, reaching 83 % of the EU28 average (expressed in PPP). It is an interesting fact that Slovenia has disproportionately high expenditures/capita for the justice system, close to levels of UK, Austria and Belgium (EC, 2016). Partly this is due to the fact that Slovenia maintains one of the highest number of judges per 100,000 citizens (around 44) in the EU and has at the same time one of the lowest numbers of lawyers on the same scale (around 79).

In 2015 Slovenia had 1,628 lawyers, organised in 1,300 legal offices. They are obliged to register and choose an appropriate status. Some 1,051 units were organised as liberal professions, 240 units as limited liability law firm, 4 units as a law firm with unlimited liability and 3 as subsidiaries of foreign law firms. Smallest legal offices with 0-1 employed represented 45.5 % of all units and legal offices with maximum 3 people employed represented a big majority of 82.1 %. A certain market maturity effect is observable in the last group of 4+ employees, which increased from around 5% in the 90’s, and now approaching 20% of all legal offices. Altogether legal offices employed 3,418 people in 2015. Our data show a steady growth of legal offices, corresponding almost perfectly to the number of new cases in courts (Figure 5).
Total market value of legal services in 2014 amounted to around 162 mio. EUR which equals 0.43 % of Slovenian GDP (0.76 % in Germany). Average margins decreased from around 31 % (before EU accession in 2004) towards 24 % after 2010. Market concentration increased after 1999 and almost doubled for the top 10 market players, reaching 22 % in 2014. At the same time, the geographic concentration increased. Top 10 companies list in 2007 included law firms from Ljubljana, Maribor and Celje area, but in 2014 only one law firm among the top 16 was based outside Ljubljana.

Obviously legal services market is way different from accounting and other professional services. Therefore, an aggregate data analysis of Slovenian or any other legal services market would produce perfectly misleading conclusions. Basic descriptive statistic of our population of legal offices in 2014 shows a huge difference between the average revenue (126,805 EUR) and the median (55,884 EUR). Thus, we observe a highly positive asymmetric distribution of revenues with 77 % of legal offices not reaching the average revenue. This is a strong signal for a highly polarised market with a few big law firms operating in the premium segment and the overwhelming majority at its bottom.

Due to our polarisation suspicions, we decided to split the lawyer’s population into a few revenue based size classes in order to observe their business models sustainability. We were especially interested in business models for the smallest legal offices not fully compensated for unjustly low prices in lawyer’s tariff, but at the same time the next size class receives an undeserved tax gift.

Within the revenue size classes, we aimed at observing the net profit margin (NPM) as a proxy for competition pressure and the viability of business models. We identified most interesting differences in NPM development among the 0-25,000 EUR, 25,000-50,000 EUR and about 50,000 EUR size class. Figure 6 shows that all the legal offices achieved almost similar performance in the period 1999-2003 when the lawyer’s tariff followed inflation (NPM around 31 %). Competitive pressure is observable in a downward trend for all size classes, but after 2004, the smallest legal office start to diverge strongly from the rest.

Established vulnerability of the smallest legal service providers is a consequence of a limited portfolio dominated by low yielding services and provided for less sophisticated and less wealthy individuals and SMEs. Additionally, the business model, which provided a modest living before EU accession (average net salary was close to 600 EUR), did not have much reserve to compensate for the Balassa-Samuelson effect. Consequently, the smallest legal offices (< 25,000 EUR) were economically destined for disappointment. At the same time the government decided to freeze the lawyer’s tariff, thus stopping even the adjustment for inflation measured with CPI.

The same population data show a quite different story for the size class 25,000-50,000 EUR. The NPM is almost similar to the size group over 50,000 EUR, demonstrating the downward pressure. An unusual phenomena between the smallest size classes emerges in the years 2013 and 2014. The sudden increase in NPM is a consequence of the new tax regulation allowing all smaller companies to register under a special tax regime, where 70 % of revenues automatically becomes tax-deductible costs. Especially for services, this gives a big boost to NPM. However, the Figure 6 also demonstrates the injustice of such interventions. On one side, we have the smallest legal offices not fully compensated for unjustly low prices in lawyer’s tariff, but at the same time, the next size class receives an undeserved tax gift.

Legal Services Portfolio

Ideally, a provider of legal services should compile a mixed portfolio of individual clients and some business clients. Long-term contracts with business clients and success fees would provide a secure fundament and better margins, thus the fluctuations in individual clients segment could be easily managed. A lawyer lives from selling her hours and despite a falling trend in Slovenia, she could still earn 71.6 EUR/hour from bigger projects in 2014. If lucky with her portfolio, she could make 23.4 EUR per hour on average. However, effectively sold hours with smallest legal service providers reach only around 12.60 EUR/hour.

In order to survive in such market circumstances a lawyer’s effort is concentrated on finding cases, which are more profitable, and the rest of her time capacity is devoted to less profitable ones. The smaller cases are often unprofitable, thus a cross-subsidising process guarantees that even non-profitable services are offered to the clients.
This phenomenon is well documented on the German legal services market. According to BRAK (2010) a geographic concentration of services contributes to further market polarisation, where the premium service providers have no need to cross-subsidise less profitable services. Yet, providers at the lower segments of the market might have some high-yielding services to support cross subsidising. However, almost 2/3 of legal offices with 1 lawyer provided predominantly low-yielding services in 2012.

Smallest legal offices in Slovenia face a situation similar to Germany, where geographical concentration of most profitable cases is increasing. After the global crisis, the number of business clients decreased further (sold to bigger groups in Slovenia or abroad or even bankrupted). Consequently, the legal services portfolio structure deteriorated. Thus, the share of less wealthy clients who predominantly use the lawyer’s tariff sharply increased, especially in less wealthy regions.

Lawyer’s Tariff

Lawyer’s tariff in Slovenia is suggested by the Bar Association and approved by the Minister of Justice. The tariff evaluates all lawyer’s services, defines the calculation method and expenditures, which have to be covered by the client. Lawyer’s services are evaluated with a stable system of points, thus it is crucial how the value of this calculative point is adjusted through time. The value of the tariff point is the key price control instrument in the hands of the government. It functions as the minimum price on the market for legal services. However, any lawyer can charge more if the client agrees in the form of a written contract.

Compulsory minimum tariff for lawyer’s services seems to be a market conform solution. It seeks to ensure access to justice, protection of clients, prevention of price wars and deterioration of service quality, but most of all supports a proper administration of justice. Since 1991 the lawyer’s tariff was adjusted only when inflation exceeded 10 % p.a., but never for the full value of inflation loss (only around 85 %). This practice stopped in 2003, when the tariff point value reached 0.459 EUR and did not change until 2017 (Figure 7).

The main justification for effectively freezing the lawyer’s tariff should be grounded on public service status or market failure in the form of abnormal returns. We have already proven in this paper that there is no evidence of abnormal returns in the relevant population. Additionally, we analysed potential economic barriers to justice for households in the period 2003–2012. We used the average household income and the average value of lawyer’s hour sold in the market. The results clearly show that a household’s buying power increased by 50 % in the analysed period. Finally, in the whole period since 2003 the government nor the consumer protection associations used any similar arguments. The main reason freezing lawyer’s tariff was a strong anti-inflation policy, which used price controls mechanism for 18 % of goods and services before adopting the EURO.

Proper understanding of the so-called Balassa-Samuelson effect should make the government aware that legal services relative prices will unstoppably adjust to the levels in the common EU market. Unfortunately, even after many years of low inflation, the responsible Minister still could not decide for an adjustment. The main reason lies in the nature of lawyer’s business model. Lawyer’s services are mainly the result of craftsmanship and less production. Consequently, even the most innovative and well capital equipped lawyer is not able to increase productivity by much. The cost structure in the whole population precisely shows the dominant share of labour costs which are growing in-line with wages in the more profitable and productive (tradable) sectors, competing for the well educated work force. Thus, lawyers as well as hairdressers or any other similar service cannot compete on productivity basis, but only on quality. Lacking internal reserves in the business model, the lawyers have to adjust their minimum prices at least as fast as competitive workplace wages.

Legal Services Network Coverage

Legal services are undoubtedly enabling a balanced economic development of modern societies. Access to justice, in both economic and physical terms, are commonly guaranteed by national constitutions and laws. Consequently, lawyers have to be accepted as an integral part of an efficient justice administration system and as an important point of first contact. Similar to health services, we should focus more on preventive effects of proper legal service, using its positive externalities for raising awareness of proper behaviour in legal relations. When fulfilling these noble aims, the Government should not forget to test the minimum economic conditions for maintaining an optimal network of legal services within a reasonably efficient market conditions.
In order to guarantee a certain level of accessibility to justice in both economic and physical terms, we have to consider the network in regional markets for legal services. Our analysis on domestic regional populations shows a concentration of economic power in big centres, especially in the country’s capital. With a low number of lawyers per 100,000 citizens in EU comparison, it is clear that the coverage ratio in economically poorer regions in Slovenia is deteriorating.

Economic reasons for a geographical concentration of legal offices is clear. They follow the bigger business clients and wealthy individuals in bigger centres. This top segment of the market is highly competitive, but it provides long-term cooperation possibilities and higher margins for complex legal cases. On the same regional market, there are also many small legal offices, not capable to compete for the high yielding complex cases, due to knowledge and reputation barrier. But then again, at least they have a high concentration of potential individual clients and SMEs of average wealth around them.

The worst market conditions persist in less wealthy regional centres and their periphery. For illustration purposes, we can report the data for lawyer’s revenue per capita in certain regional centres in 2013: the values range from 19 EUR in Ptuj, 40 EUR in Celje, 56 EUR in Maribor and 153 EUR in Ljubljana. With adverse market conditions for the smallest legal services providers, we also observed an increasing level of market concentration. Thus, in Ljubljana the top 5 legal offices controlled only 19% of the reginal market, in Koper 42% and in Slovenj Gradec area even above 80%. Unsurprisingly, the latter was the only area where net profit margins remained high for all size classes of legal offices.

We also examined the trends in legal offices profitability regardless of their size (Figure 8). For this purpose we constructed 4 classes of profitability measured by NPM: (i) negative; (ii) low (0%–10%); (iii) middle (10%–30%) and (iv) high (above 30%). Focusing on the smaller units with revenues up to 50,000 EUR, we discovered that the failure of adjusting the lawyer’s tariff to the inflation rate since 2003 had an over-proportionally negative impact on legal offices predominantly acting at the bottom of the market.

![Figure 8. Share of all Legal Office Units Within a NPM Class](Data from FURS & AJPES, 2016)

Our analysis presents a disquieting situation report on legal services market in Slovenia. The share of loss making units among the smaller participants increased sharply to around 15% and almost the same proportion achieved an unsustainably low profitability. Altogether almost 30% of legal offices, which are forming an already thin network for supplying legal services, seems to be economically endangered. Furthermore, when excluding 4 wealthier areas (LJ, NG, KP and CE), the share of endangered legal offices surges to almost 40% in 7 regions. Such circumstances directly endanger the capacity and density of a minimal legal services network in Slovenia. At the same time, dismal perspectives in lawyer’s profession divert capable new students to start the career, causing long-term gap in labour supply, which cannot be filled quickly.

**Conclusions**

Despite the deregulation frenzy in EU professional services market, which was based on biased expert’s anticipations, our analysis shows very limited benefits from reducing excessive regulation in a few national markets. The reason for this remarkable failure is twofold: (i) overgeneralised interpretation of positive deregulation effects in connection with (ii) a knowledge gap in economic optimisation of regulation for the specific submarket of legal services for households and SMEs.

Longitudinal population data from Slovenian legal services market (1995–2014) undermine key claims made by various independent and EC sponsored research contributions which are based on aggregate market data and overgeneralised conclusions from scientific literature. Researchers mainly failed to recognize the specific nature of legal services in a segmented and highly polarised market.

Our case based research provided a deep insight into the specific submarket of legal services for households as well as SMEs and managed to identify the main risks for the policy makers. Thus, we introduce a simple regulation curve model to demonstrate the economic impact of regulation, especially in the case of credence goods, which demand for a certain level of efficient regulation in order to prevent massive and long-term negative impact on public welfare. Our simple regulation curve model is based on specific “market inefficiency & remedy” relation in order to expose the deficiencies of OECD and EC models, which are grounded on deficient variants of restrictiveness indexes. They aim at measuring the level of regulation, but fail to define its economically desirable level.

The systemic and long-term impact of legal services requires special attention to avoid two problems at the extremes: “tragedy of commons” and the “private capture” problem. Their public good status is a real-world fact confirmed by national constitutions, laws and even by decisions of the European Court of Justice. Thus, the key elements of regulation should support financial viability of relatively small service providers, who are crucial for proper network coverage outside big centres.

Slovenian market for legal services holds some useful lessons for other markets with distorted regulation balance. A strongly positive asymmetric distribution of revenues unveiled that 77% of legal offices did not reach the population average. Additionally, an unsustainable gap in net profit margins after the lawyer’s tariff freeze in 2003 and
a strong geographic concentration became obvious. Moreover, after excluding 4 wealthier regions, the share of endangered legal offices surges to almost 40% in 7 regions. At the same time, dismal perspectives for lawyer’s profession divert capable new entrants from starting the career.

Understanding the fine fabric of legal services market is the key to efficient regulation warranting potent remedies for information asymmetries, externalities and public good status. Any aggregate treatment of regulation is potentially futile at best and hazardous at worst. Each regulation instruments has to be simulated separately on microeconomic data level in order to estimate the economic impact for the public welfare. Freezing the lawyer’s tariff since 2003 in the case of Slovenia paradoxically hurt smallest legal offices with low yield service portfolios, which are helping to maintain government’s promise of physical and economic accessibility of legal services for most vulnerable groups. However, only slow recovering of lawyer’s tariff can be expected due to political costs and the fiscal effect for the budget.

Future research shall concentrate on modelling the minimum requirements for financially viable legal services providers who are maintaining an efficient network coverage. Additionally, a collection of cases analysing economic effects of particular remedies for legal services market inefficiencies in various countries should provide a summary of best and worst practices. Only on this basis we will be able to form more generally reliable conclusions.
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